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CSI has been on a downward spiral the last 3 seasons since losing Grissom and replacing him
with Lawrence Fishburne, losing 5-7 million viewers on average from previous seasons per
episode. Last night’s season opened with 13.5 million viewers, which was in line with their last
season’s numbers. Fishburne has been replaced by Ted Danson (Cheers). On top of that, we
will see Catherine depart CSI after Episode 12 this season. (and much of the first part of the
season is going to act as her send off.) I was a little shocked to hear she would be leaving, but
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after 12 years in the same role, with little to no further character development, it is
understandable.

I have to say, I was a bit hesitant where CSI was going to go this season. I suppose they are
taking on the New and Fresh Vegas Crime Lab approach. Last season there was ZERO
character development. Everything was someone died, CSI shows up, solves the crime, the end
or Nate Haskel. Boring. I did not even watch CSI live last season after a few episodes. It was
too boring for me. However, it seems this season will have some more... humor.

Last night’s episode took me by surprise. The storyline was nice. Fitting. There was a crime,
resolution AND character development.

It was hinted by the new Supervisor, D.B Russell that Nick was riding on thin ice at CSI and we
find out that Catherine was demoted. On top of that, It looks like Ecklies daughter will be joining
as a CSI level 2 (To replace Catherine and potentially be Sander's love interest). Seems as if
we are going to see some development of characters this season, maybe some romance, and
finally some good story lines.

Let’s hope. CSI, this is your last chance. It is Season 12 already. Make it right.

CSI is on Wednesdays, 10pm on CBS.
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